
Fairway: Quick start  
Fairway takes you onto the professional golf tournament circuit, where you can pit your 
skills against a variety of computer-controlled opponents. 
Objective: The aim of the game is to move around the course, getting the ball into each 
hole in turn using fewer shots than your opponents.  
The game can be played in one of 3 modes: practice, 1-player and 2-player. You need to 
choose a mode when you start a new game.  
To hit the ball: Press the Spacebar or Return key three times, once to start your swing, a 
second time when the Power bar reaches the power you require and a third time to time 
your shot.  

 

Viewing the course  
Each hole of the 18-hole course is randomly generated for the current tournament, so 
you’ll never play the same tournament course twice!  
Fairway displays several information screens to help you prepare to take each shot. Press 
Esc or any other convenient key to remove them. 
A summary screen tells you how far the hole is and how many shots are par for the hole.  
The Overhead screen gives you a bird’s-eye view of the hole and shows your position 
relative to it.  
The game play screen is where you will select the club, aim and hit the ball. The statistics 
window on the left of the screen gives information on the hole being played and the wind 
speed and direction. 
The Ball lie screen tells you where the ball is currently lying. It appears automatically 
before each shot until the ball is on the green, but you can see it at any time by selecting 
the command on the Information menu.  
You can set preferences to control whether the Overhead and Ball lie screens are 
automatically shown.  
 

Selecting a club  
Fairway will pick an appropriate club for each shot based on the distance to the hole. The 
name of the club and its expected hitting distance at full power are shown at the bottom 
of the screen.  



However, as Fairway does not take into account the lie of the ball or wind speed and 
direction, you may want to select a club yourself, overriding the one that has been 
chosen.  
To do this, press the up or down arrow keys. If you really do not want Fairway to select a 
club automatically, you can set a preference to change this.  
Note that Fairway won't allow you to use a very long-hitting club if you're in a bad lie, 
i.e. you can't use a driver or 1-iron in a bunker!  
 

Aiming the shot  
Position the crosshair where you wish to aim the ball by using the left and right arrow 
keys. You should bear in mind that the wind may blow the ball slightly off course; the 
statistics window tells you the current wind speed and direction.  
There are various obstacles to be avoided - trees, bunkers and water features.  

 

Hitting the ball  
As with real golf, you should take account of the distance between the ball and the hole, 
the current wind speed and direction, and the distance at full power for the current club 
(shown on the Power bar) when calculating how hard to hit the ball.  
To hit the ball, press the Spacebar or Return key: 

• once to start the Power bar moving, to start your swing  
• a second time when it reaches the amount of power you require (the solid black 

line towards the left of the Power bar represents full power for the current club) 
• and a third time to time your shot.  

  

Putting matters  
Putting is probably the hardest part of real golf and you'll find the same here. Trying to 
get your ball in that tiny hole is never as easy as it looks!  
When you are putting, the lines on the Power bar that show gradations of power are not 
evenly spaced. This non-linearity is designed to represent what happens on a real putting 
green with friction, inertia and so on. As a rough guide, imagine each mark represents 
about 2yds on your putt, but remember to add a little extra to make sure your putt doesn’t 
stop short a few inches from the hole. Give it a chance! 



The wind direction arrow in the statistics window shows the break on the putt, i.e. the 
slope of the green and its size.  
 

Timing your shot  
To achieve a straight shot you need to stop the Power bar as close as possible to the 
Timing mark (the solid black line towards the right of the Power bar).  
Timing your shot badly results in hooking or slicing the ball; if you are putting you will 
place spin on the ball. ‘Spin -’ makes the ball go to the left and ‘Spin +’ makes it go to 
the right.  
 

Overswing  
Fairway allows for ‘overswing’ or extra effort, using more than 100% power for extra 
distance. At a cost. 
To use it, just allow the Power bar to rise into the Overswing area; however, be careful of 
making timing mistakes with these shots because any errors will be magnified (causing 
the ball to be hooked or sliced).  
You should ideally only use overswing when absolutely necessary, and make sure you 
are precise with the timing of the shot! 
 

Practising Fairway  
In Practice mode, you can play a round of golf with no pressure to perform! No record is 
kept of your scores and a 'mulligan' option is available in case you mess up a shot and 
would like to try it again.  
To play in practice mode, set the playing mode to ‘1 player practice’ when you set up a 
new game. You cannot change the mode of play halfway through a game. To end this 
mode and start a tournament, abandon the practice game and change the playing mode 
when you set up a new game.  
 

Tournaments  
When you first set up a new game, you can set the playing mode to:  

• 1 player practice - for playing on your own, without recording your performance.  
• 1 player in tournament - for playing in a tournament against the 20 computer 

players.  
• 2 players in tournament - for playing a friend within the tournament environment.  

The order of play remains the same throughout the game; human players always play last, 
so that you know exactly what you have to do. As soon as you start edging into the lead, 
the computer players improve their game, so you should always find winning a 
tournament a challenge!  
  



Taking a shot again  
If you are playing in practice mode, you can take a shot again using the Mulligan (Re-
take shot) command on the Tools menu.  
 

Tracking your score  
Use the following commands on the Information menu to keep track of your score:  

• Player - to view your performance in Fairway to date. 
• Score card - to see your scores for this game so far. 
• Leaderboard - to see the scores of all the players in the tournament.  

 

The Leaderboard  
The Tournament leaderboard shows you how well each player is performing. The Par +/- 
column tells you how many shots above or below par each player is (par is the number of 
shots a good player should expect to take to play a particular hole), and the Holes Played 
column tells you how far each player has got round the course.  
Press the Spacebar, Return or down arrow key to see players that are not currently shown; 
press Esc to remove the leaderboard from the screen.  
The leaderboard is normally shown after every shot when you are playing in tournament 
mode, but you can set a preference to change this.  
 

Sound  
Use the Game setup command on the Tools menu to set the sound on or off. Note that 
Fairway’s sound setting is independent of the main Nokia 9210 ‘profiles’. 
 

Saving & exiting Fairway  
Select the Save game command on the File menu to save the current game (as at the start 
of the hole currently being played). You can then restore the game when you next start 
Fairway from the Extras bar.  
To exit Fairway, select the Close command on the File menu. Your current game is 
automatically saved.  



To exit without saving your game select Abandon game. 
To start a new game, exit and restart Fairway and use the New game button on the 
introductory screen.  
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